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ABSTRACT
In gravitation theory, a fermion eld must be regarded only in a pair with a cer-
tain tetrad gravitational eld. These pairs can be represented by sections of the
composite spinor bundle
S ! ! X
4
where values of gravitational elds play the role of parameter coordinates, besides
the familiar world coordinates.
1 Problem
There are dierent spinor bundles
S  ! X
4
over a world manifol X
4
.





of cotangent vectors to X
4
by the Dirac's -matrices. The problem lies in the fact
that the tranformation group of cotangent vectors is
GL(4;R);
whereas that of the -matrices is the Lorentz group
SO(3; 1):















However, dierent gravitational elds h and h
0









It follows that a fermion eld must be regarded only in a pair with a certain
gravitational eld. These pairs (s
h
; h) can not be represented by sections of any one
spinor bundle over X
4
, but the composite spinor bundle
S  !   ! X
4








We follow the generally accepted geometric description of classical elds as sections
of bundles
 : Y ! X:
Their dynamics is phrased in terms of jet manifolds. In eld theory, we can restrict
our consideration to the rst order Lagrangian formalism. In this case, the jet
manifold J
1
Y plays the role of a nite-dimensional conguration space of elds.
Recall that the 1-order jet manifold J
1




s, x 2 X, of sections s of Y identied by their values and the




) of Y ! X, it















(x) of eld functions y
i
(x).
Jet manifolds have been widely used in the theory of dierential operators. Their
application to dierential geometry is based on the 1:1 correspondence between the












of the jet bundle J
1
Y ! Y . The jet bundle J
1
Y ! Y is an ane bundle modelled







3where V Y denotes the vertical tangent bundle of Y ! X.









)!; ! = dx
1






In eld theory, all Lagrangian densities are polynomial forms on the ane bundle
J
1
Y ! Y with respect to velocities y
i




























with respect to some connection   on Y ! X.
3 World manifold
In gravitation theory,X is a 4-dimensional oriented world manifold X
4
. The tangent

























The associated principal bundle is the bundle LX ! X
4






g of local sections of the principal bundle LX sets up an atlas of
LX and the associated atlases of TX and T

X which we treat conventionally the
distribution of local reference frames z





Dierent spinor models of the fermion matter have been suggested. But all observ-
able fermion particles are the Dirac fermions. There are several ways to introduce
Dirac fermion elds. We follo the algebraic approach.
4Given a Minkowski spaceM with the Minkowski metric , letC
1;3
be the complex
Cliord algebra generated by elements of M . A spinor space V is dened to be a
minimal left ideal of C
1;3
on which this algebra acts on the left. We have the
representation
 :M 









of elements of the Minkowski space M by Dirac's matrices  on V .
Let us consider the transformations preserving the representation (1). These are
pairs (l; l
s















constitute the Cliord group whose action on M however fails to be
eective. Therefore we restrict ourselves to its spinor subgroup SL(2;C). For the
sake of simplicity, let us identify SL(2;C) with the Lorentz group L = SO(3; 1)











5 Dirac spinor elds













Minkowski spaces of generating elements of C
3;1
.
To describe Dirac fermion elds on a world manifold, one must require
that Y
M
is isomorphic to the cotangent bundle T

X of a world manifold
X
4
. It takes place if only the structure group of LX is reducible to the Lorentz
group L and LX contains a reduced L subbundle L
h















X  V )=L
are associated with L
h
X.
5In accordance with the well-known theorem, there is the 1:1 correspondence
between the reduced subbubdles L
h
X of LX and the tetrad gravitational elds
h identied with global sections of the quotient bundle
 := LX=L! X
4
:
This bundle is the 2-fold cover of the bundle 
g
of pseudo-Riemannian bilinear forms
in cotangent spaces to X
4
. Global sections of 
g




It follows that existence of a gravitational eld is necessary condition
in order that Dirac fermion elds live on a world manifold.
Given a tetrad eld h, let 	
h




of LX take their values in its reduced subbundle L
h
X. This atlas
has L-valued transition functions. It fails to be a holonomic atlas in general. With
respect to an atlas 	
h





g of LX, the tetrad eld h

























and the bre bases fh
a
g associated with 	
h






















X  (M 
 V ))=L! (L
h
X  (M 
















of cotangent vectors to a world manifold X
4
by Dirac's -matrices on elements of





be a connection on S
h
associated with a principal connection on L
h
X
and D the corresponding covariant dierential. Given the representation 
h
, one






















Thus, one can say that sections of the spinor bundle S
h
describe Dirac fermion
elds in the presence of the tetrad gravitational eld h.








are not equivalent. It follows that Dirac fermion eld
must be regarded only in a pair with a certain tetrad gravitational eld h. These
pairs constitute the so-called fermion-gravitation complex. They can not be





where S ! X
4
is some standard spinor bundle.
At the same time, there is the 1:1 correspondence between these pairs and the
sections of the composite spinor bundle
S ! ! X
4
where S !  is a spinor bundle associated with the L principal bundle LX ! .
In particular, every spinor bundle S
h





By a composite bundle is meant the composition
Y ! ! X (2)
of bundles Y












) are bred coordinates of .
Application of composite bundles to eld theory is founded on the following





a subbundle of the composite bundle Y ! X. There is the 1:1 correspondence




and the global sections of the composite bundle
(2) which cover h.




describe elds in the pres-
ence of a background parameter eld h, whereas sections of the composite
7bundle Y describe all pairs (s
h
; h). The conguration space of these pairs is the
rst order jet manifold J
1
Y of the composite bundle (2).
The feature of the dynamics of eld systems on composite bundles consists in
the following.






















on Y !  yields splitting






































on Y . Let h be a global section of  and Y
h
the restriction of the bundle Y

to








Y comes to the familiar covariant
dierential relative to a certain connection on Y
h
.
One can use the dierential operator
f
D in order to construct a Lagrangian density












7 Composite spinor bundles
In gravitation theory, we have the composite bundle
LX ! ! X
4
where  = LX=L and
LX

:= LX ! 
is the trivial principal bundle with the structure Lorentz group L.
Let us consider the composite spinor bundle
S ! ! X
4
8where the spinor bundle S















is the spinor bundle S
h
whose sections describe Dirac fermion elds in the presence
of the tetrad eld h.











g. With respect to these atlases,
the composite spinor bundle S !  ! X
4






















The corresponding jet manifold J
1








































Let us consider the bundle of Minkowski spaces
(LX M)=L! 




is trivial, it is isomorphic




X which we denote by the same symbol T















 V ))=L! (LX

 (M 
















over . When restricted to h(X
4
)  , the morphism 





We use this morphism in order to construct the total Dirac operator on sections



























be a connection on the bundle S

. It yields the splitting of the vertical tangent



















which one can use in order to construct a Lagrangian density of the total fermion-
gravitation complex.










































on S. One can think of it as being the total Dirac operator since, whenever a






S comes to the Dirac operator D
h


































































































whereK is some symmetric connection on TX and (5) corresponds to the canonical



























































) of the composite spinor bundle S !  ! X
4
. The condition (6) modies
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